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CDG ANNOUNCES RELEASE OF STANDALONE MEDIATION SYSTEM
Champaign, IL – Communications Data Group (CDG) today announced the release of its newly enhanced
standalone Mediation system for conquering the challenges associated with collecting data from
multiple sources using different formats, protocols and time frames, and then processing and
consolidating that data into files for invoicing, accounting, auditing, archiving and reporting. The system
can accurately filter, process, track, analyze, audit and distribute your data to improve your revenue
assurance, as well as ensuring optimum billing.
CDG’s Mediation system is tried and true with 40 years of experience and is in use nationwide. The
system offers automated input validation and is compatible with traditional switches, soft switches and
VOD servers. It contains flexible business rules, event notification, audit IDs assigned to every file,
process scheduling and reporting via dashboards or other specialized studies. It is available as a licensed
or online product.
In making this announcement, Bob LaBonté, CEO and President of CDG, noted, “Recognizing that
telecom service providers need greater flexibility for mediating their raw data to revenue, CDG is now
offering a standalone version of our work‐horse Mediation system that can produce billable records for
various service types and events for input into any invoicing system. This is a system with a proven track
record of accuracy, efficiency and scalability. It’s another enhancement to our billing options that
emphasizes CDG’s determination to provide complete billing and revenue assurance services.”

About CDG: CDG offers scalable, accurate billing solutions for voice, video, and data service providers. Options include integrated CABS,
Mediation, Customer Care, Plant, Trouble, Service Activation Manager, E‐Care, Task Management and third‐party financial, mapping and
facilities management products. Visit our website at www.cdg.ws to learn more.
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